The influence of light illumination on the dielectric constant of CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 (CCTO) polycrystals is studied in this work. When exposed to 405-nm laser light, a reversible enhancement in the room temperature capacitance as high as 22% was observed, suggesting application of light-sensitive capacitance devices. To uncover the microscopic mechanisms mediating this change, we performed electronic structure measurements, using photoemission spectroscopy, and measured the electrical conductivity of the CCTO samples under different conditions of light exposure and oxygen partial pressure. Together, these results suggest that the large capacitance enhancement is driven by oxygen vacancies induced by the irradiation. Ba/Pb-free materials exhibiting large dielectric constants and good thermal stability are widely sought for modern microelectronic and microwave communication systems. A promising compound is perovskite-like CaCu 3 Ti 4 O 12 (CCTO), which is not ferroelectric but still exhibits a giant dielectric constant in the kilohertz region ($10 4 -10 5 ). [1] [2] [3] Moreover, it does not undergo any structural phase transitions over a wide temperature range from À173 to 327 C, where it maintains its large dielectric constant.
1,2 Several models, such as the internal-barrier-layer-capacitor model 4, 5 and the twin or sub-grain model, [6] [7] [8] [9] have been employed to explain the giant response in CCTO, and while a full microscopic understanding remains elusive, it is generally thought to be an extrinsic effect related to some form of insulating boundary. 4, 5, [10] [11] [12] [13] The ability to control the electrical property of these insulating boundaries is therefore crucial to modify and enhance the dielectric constant.
Indeed, many studies of poly crystalline samples have already focused on varying the structure of grains and boundaries (for example, by changing calcination temperature, 14 annealing conditions, 15 or additive compounds 16 ). Here, we adopt a different approach using light-irradiation of poly crystalline CCTO to dynamically tune its dielectric properties. Such light-irradiation has previously been used to induce a large enhancement in the dielectric constant of SrTiO 3 and KTaO 3 (Refs. 17 and 18) at temperatures below $100K, reportedly occurring due to small polaron formation with photo-excited carriers in the quantum paraelectric phase of these compounds. 19 In this work, we observe a striking lightinduced enhancement of the dielectric constant in CCTO. This is pronounced even at room temperature, promising applications in light-sensitive electronic devices. We combine spectroscopic and transport measurements performed under different atmospheric conditions to identify the microscopic origin of the capacitance enhancement in this system.
Our CCTO polycrystals were prepared by the solid state reaction method with details described in Ref. 20 . CCTO powders were sintered in air at 1050 C for 6 h. From scanning-electron-microscopy micrographs, the CCTO ceramics were found to have average grain sizes of approximately 2-5 lm in diameter. The dielectric properties were measured using an LCR-meter (Instrek LCR-821). Angle-integrated photoemission spectroscopy (PES) measurements were performed at a temperature of 50 K and base pressure $7 Â 10 À11 millibar at Beamline 10.0.1, Advanced Light Source, USA. The CCTO polycrystal samples were fractured under vacuum, and the photon beam, which acts as both probe and irradiation source, was set to 60 eV. For the measurements of electrical resistance, electrodes were prepared at BL 6, Synchrotron Light Research Institute (SLRI), Thailand. Then, the measurements were performed under UV light irradiation, using synchrotron light in situ at room temperature, and a base pressure of 5 Â 10 À8 millibar (SLRI BL 3.2 a); the synchrotron light was in zeroth order (i.e., all frequencies with the peak intensity at 60 eV were transmitted through the monochromator). We fabricated a capacitor with a central CCTO dielectric and a copper back electrode. The front electrode was made of transparent and conductive indium tin oxide (ITO) which was mechanically compressed against the CCTO layer (see the diagram in Fig. 1 (f)). The capacitance was then measured using an impedance analyzer outputting an alternating voltage at a frequency (f) of 1 kHz-100 kHz. The CCTO surface was then exposed to violet light from a 405 nm laser through the front (i.e., transparent) electrode. The light intensity was set at 0.2 W/cm 2 , and the beam profile was circular with a diameter around 4 mm. This photon energy of 3.06 eV (i.e., 405 nm in wavelength) was chosen to be below the optical band gap of ITO (around 4 eV); 21 hence, most of the light would be transmitted by the top ITO electrode. Additionally, as most materials have work functions above 4 eV, this photon energy of 3.06 eV would not be expected to create photoelectrons, which might artificially affect our measured dielectric constants.
Figs. 1(a)-1(c) show the measured capacitance and loss tangent of the CCTO dielectric. We observed a striking increase of up to 22% in the capacitance measured with f ¼ 1 kHz and 10 kHz under laser light illumination (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). In both cases, the capacitance smoothly increased and then saturated after approximately 200 s. When the light was switched off, the capacitance decayed back to the original value with a relatively long time constant of $2-3 min. This same behavior could be repeated through many cycles of light illumination. We observed a decreasing relative change in the saturated capacitance with frequency, even becoming negative for frequencies of f ¼ 100 kHz, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . As shown in Fig. 1(e) , the maximum enhancement of the capacitance (shown for f ¼ 1 kHz) shows a dependence on the intensity of the light illumination. Moreover, this suggests that a threshold intensity should be reached before changes in the dielectric constant start to occur, indicative of a chemical change rather than a purely electronic (such as photo-doping) origin of the enhanced capacitance, consistent with our discussions below.
These observations already suggest application of CCTO in light-sensitive tunable capacitance devices. In the following, we attempt to uncover the microscopic mechanism that drives this effect. Firstly, we measured the evolution of the electronic structure of the CCTO samples upon illumination using PES. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the photoemission spectra of the freshly fractured sample shows a valence band characteristic of occupied O 2p states at a binding energy of around 4-8 eV. In addition, a small shoulder (marked in Fig. 2(a) as peak B) is observed above the valence band edge, within the band gap. With increased exposure to the intense 60 eV synchrotron light, the PES spectra showed a large depletion of spectral weight from the O 2p states (region A), accompanied by an increased weight of the in-gap state (region B). This decrease in relative weight of the A and B peaks with increasing exposure time is shown inset to Fig. 2(a) .
For both SrTiO 3 (Refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] and KTaO 3 , 26 emergence of a similar in-gap peak has been associated with the creation of oxygen vacancies. In these materials, this mediates the metallicity formation of initially insulating samples. 24, 26 To check whether a similar scenario may occur for CCTO, we performed transport measurements in vacuum as a function of UV light exposure. To enable this, we fabricated two silver electrodes with a 1 mm-wide bare surface region in between to be exposed to the incident light (see inset of Fig. 2(b) ). At atmospheric pressure, the measured resistance was approximately 160 kX. This dropped to 128 kX when the sample was held at a pressure of %5 Â 10 À8 millibar, already suggesting some potential oxygen loss in vacuum. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , upon UV-light exposure, the resistance showed an initial rapid decrease, followed by a slower decrease with increasing exposure time (corresponding to increased integrated irradiation dose), reaching a decrease of around 2.5% after 1 h. This increase in conductivity agrees well with the development of oxygen-vacancy induced states observed in the photoemission, which should induce metallicity at the sample surface via the chemical reaction TiO 2, and ZnO. 28 The similarity in the functional form of the resistivity change and the change in relative spectral weight observed in the photoemission (inset of Fig. 2(a) ) strongly suggests that this oxygen vacancy creation is occurring here and driving surface metallicity, while the slightly more rapid initial onset in the resistive measurements is consistent with the higher light intensity used than during photoemission.
To confirm this hypothesis, we monitored the evolution of the resistance, following light irradiation, while the sample was held in different oxygen partial pressures, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . While the reduced resistance induced by light illumination remained fairly stable when the sample was held in vacuum conditions, it showed an increasingly rapid increase with increasing oxygen partial pressure, entirely consistent with the filling of near-surface oxygen vacancies. The similar rate of resistance recovery for the sample held at the highest partial pressure to the rate of decay of the capacitance back to its original value following light illumination ( Fig. 1) suggests an intimate link between the oxygen vacancy-induced conductivity in CCTO and the dramatic enhancement of its capacitance. A control experiment using similar pressures of Ar revealed negligible resistance recovery. We note that a similar healing of surface oxygen vacancies by exposure to O 2 gas was also recently demonstrated to reduce surface metallically in In 2 O 3 .
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Such oxygen vacancy creation near the surface following light irradiation (by either our laser, above band gap 30 or absorption edge 31 illumination) provides a plausible explanation for our observation of enhanced capacitance of CCTO. Within the internal-barrier-layer-capacitor (IBLC) model, 4, 5 samples consist of semiconducting grains and insulating grain boundaries, 32 and the polarization occurs at these thin boundaries. As these boundaries are much thinner than the total sample thickness, the effective capacitance is enhanced, which leads to a higher value of the averaged dielectric constant for the whole material. As shown schematically in Fig.  3(b) , oxygen vacancies induced by irradiation could make some parts of these insulating boundaries become conducting, hence reducing their thickness and enhancing their capacitance. This may be further mediated by oxygen vacancy creation near the sample surface metalizing this region. Healing such vacancies with oxygen exposure would result in a return to the original measured capacitance, consistent with our experiment.
This picture is clearly an oversimplification. CCTO may exhibit a quantum paraelectric effect, as suggested by the data in Refs. 33 and 34. In such a case, the light irradiation could influence the intrinsic dielectric constant as proposed for SrTiO 3 , 19 in addition to the defect-mediated changes described above. Moreover, neither mechanism naturally accounts for the pronounced dependence of the capacitance enhancement (or even suppression) as a function of frequency (Fig. 1) . One possible scenario may relate to the quantum corrections for a narrow confined electron gas if the conducting layer induced by irradiation at the insulating boundaries is thin enough. Recently, Li et al. observed a large capacitance enhancement (as high as 40%) for the quantum-confined electron gas at the SrTiO 3 /LaAlO 3 interface. 35 The confined electrons give rise to the additional quantum capacitance C q ¼ Ae 2 dn dl which connects in series with the original geometric capacitance. C q is also frequency dependent and can be either positive or negative, which might explain the contrasting enhancement and suppression seen in our data at frequencies of 1 kHz and 100 kHz, although further detailed theoretical and experimental studies will be required to address this issue.
In summary, we have found pronounced changes in capacitance when a CCTO dielectric material is exposed to intense violet light. Both measurements of electronic structure and conductivity point to a significant role of oxygen vacancies, induced by the light exposure. Moreover, our observations suggest an exciting route for dramatically and reversibly altering the electrical and dielectric properties of CCTO using light exposure, which may be used for in lightsensitive electronic devices. 
